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Dear Journal-Artists, 

The Design of Reading, Resonating, & Responding: 
Highlight parts that you can directly relate to, parts that offer new 
insight, and parts that you want to begin applying in your life. Make 
notes on the margins or use post-its or copy quotes to a separate 
notebook.  Be prepared to share your highlights, notes, and meditate 
on why you have highlighted said parts with another Journal-Artist in 
a reading group. 

The Tortoise and the Hare: In the fable of, “The Tortoise and the 
Hare,” the takeaway is slow and steady wins the race. If you get caught 
up on the fact that tortoises and hares don’t communicate with each 
other let alone run a competition together to see who is faster, you 
have missed the forrest for the trees.

Responding: Responding to the text is the act of embracing its 
concepts into practice. The more you share, resonate, and respond, 
the more you are willing and able to apply parts of this text that 
serve you. Responding also pulls you in, like the law of attraction, in 
your will to action in real-time reality.

Chapter One: is designed to help you peel back the layers of 
illusion so you can see the value of heartbreak in its design for you to 
take on the Call to Adventure, the next milestone that you have been 
divinely designed to discover.

Love and Blessings, 
Mingjie Zhai, Author & Journal-Artist
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Chapter Four
The Producer

The Power of Everlasting Life

Part One

�  

“You will not surely die…” -the Serp/vent. 

Perception Deception 

The Lie, the Curse, the Fall 

Fierce Faith 
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The Faith, the Mirror, the Redemption 

To bite the fruit is to know duality. Now that we’ve explained the power of 

Judgement and the nature of Noble and Alchemized Shadows, let’s observe the power of 

Light in its ability to Integrate with the Shadow (a Jungian reference1) that produces the 

anti-fall, the anti-curse, and the anti-lies that collectively aim to destroy death itself.  

Act I: God’s Faith 

Fiction, Based on a True Fall in Crazy Faith. 

Against its will, all creation was subjected to God’s curse. But with eager hope,... 

Romans 8:20, New Living Translation 

�  

Lucifer who, in his disassociated state, goes by the name “Satan,” and has mastered 

the power of manipulation through the word by the time he posed the statement as a 

question to tempt Eve into eating the fruit. Eve is worthy of serving Lucifer for she has 

the gift that Lucifer has coveted since the day God promised Lucifer the First Fruit (but 

on God’s time).  

Satan knew that Eve’s Power to Produce Love without having competent 

knowledge— compared to the wise Lucifer—puts her at a serious disadvantage.  
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God’s original command about the consequences of biting the fruit is: 

“You will surely die (-)” (Genesis 3:52). 

The wise Lucifer added one negative,  

“You will not(-) surely die(-),” as a test to Eve regarding God’s Goodness.  

The reasoning behind Lucifer’s test to Eve is this: 

If Love is Good, then surely Love will not allow Love’s creation to die, even at the 

expense of Love itself.  

Eve takes in Lucifer’s statement, “You will not(-) surely die (-),” and affirmed this 

statement in being True (+). 

�  

Lucifer’s test to Eve is a false (-) negative (-) statement, which inherently means 

that a condition exists even though it seems like it does not exist1.  In other words, 

Lucifer’s negative test is actually a positive one. 
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What Lucifer did not account for was Eve’s hidden mystery, the secret weapon 

inside The Book of Life, revealed in God’s gift of Everlasting Life: the Last Fruit, 

embedded within the extra chromosome of Eve’s genetic makeup.  

While Lucifer projects love, it is Eve who reflects Love.  

While Lucifer tests love, it is Eve who affirms Love. 

Lucifer tested, “for you will not surely die,” and true to the Spiritual Intelligence, 

or SI, of God’s algorithm in Eve, she has affirmed Lucifer’s statement, “for you will not 

surely die,” in the being and becoming True.  

Eve embodies the not(-) in the false negative test, “you will not (-) surely die(-).” 

A false negative is a test result that indicates that a condition does not hold, while in fact 

it does. In other words, her faith transforms the statement, “You will not surely die,” into 

True.  

At this point of the communion between Eve and Lucifer/Satan, Eve only saw 

through the spiritual eye and saw Lucifer. She did not operate on dualities, for she only 

saw God’s true character embodied within her own spiritual being. She knows that she 

will not die and that God will not let her die. Even though she was not aware of evil, it 

did not discount the Truth that Love and Love’s power to resurrect the spirit from death 

into life is True.  

Eve simply believes in Lucifer’s statement, “You will not surely die,” because her 

eyes were 100% focused on God, her Creator who loves her and whose Love for her is 

Good.    
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�  

This is a direct affirmation of Eve’s faith.  

Eve, being Love, is the Producer of more Love, and knows in her heart of hearts 

that God will never let her die.  

This negative valence, the anomaly embodied in Eve’s naivety, mirrors the negative 

valence embodied in the statement posed, establishing a bridge between Spiritual Eve 

and Spiritual Lucifer.  

Lucifer: “You will not surely die.”   

Eve: “True.”  

This is one of the esoteric wisdoms inside The Book of Knowledge: The Power of 

Love to produce the counter-valence against the valence of the Shadow, and to produce 

the anti-curse against the curse of an Alchemized Shadow by first returning the 

Alchemized Shadow back into the Noble State and then Integrating with the Noble 

Shadow (we call this in the Hero’s Journey, the Return).    
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Faith in God’s Goodness is the initiation of Shadow Integration. 

Contrary to popular belief, the lie is not in Genesis 3:4, “You will not certainly die,” 

but in Genesis 3:5 that says, “you will be like God,” in context to the statement,“For God 

knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, 

knowing good and evil.” 

The lie came in the form of a timing displacement. 

In other words, Eve was already like God when the serpent posed the test. Like 

God, she had the Power of Producing Everlasting life. 

The serpent wanted Eve to take her eyes off of the Goodness of God and refocus her 

eyes on the serpent. The serpent wanted Eve to give energy towards a new kind of power, 

the God-like, “I have God’s Goodness,” of the lie that lies in the Shadow-land of Satan’s 

upside down world. Whether that is focusing on evil or hating evil, Satan wants Eve to 

give her energy and her focus on evil rather than on God and God’s Goodness.  

The serpent knew Eve was already like God, but acted as if she did not already 

have… 

...as if what she already has is not good enough,  

...as if who she already is is not good enough.  

Contrary to popular belief, Original Eve did not bite because she was fooled by the 

serpent. 

According to the true meaning of love defined, “love does not envy,” and so Eve 

did not bite the apple because she was envious of the snake.  

If anything, Eve bit because she felt true compassion for the snake’s suffering, to 

show up for the snake, in hopes that Lucifer, the true spirit, swallowed by the Alchemized 

Shadow, Satan, may begin his self-awakening Hero’s Journey.   

If anything, Eve bit because she affirmed the serpent’s statement, “You will not 

surely die,” because of her faith in God’s Goodness in Love. 
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If anything, she acted in faith to reveal before the spiritually sick Lucifer, the true 

nature of God’s character.  

So, Eve bit the apple, in faith.  

�

Crazy Fierce Faith 

This is the part that earned Eve her reputation as Crazy—the stigma that has been 

passed down to all daughters of Eve who act crazy in their fierce faith over matters of 

the heart. She acted in crazy, fierce faith in God’s goodness—not through words, but by 

taking action to affirm Lucifer’s statement, “You will not surely die.”  

Eve bit in faith, knowing that one day, God’s goodness will resurrect her spirit.   

Unbeknownst to the serpent, Eve was divinely designed to do this even though it 

was still her choice. According to the Law of Divine Will, Eve’s will was in perfect 

alignment with God’s will when she bit, because in her act of falling, she initiated the 

statement, “You will not surely die,” into the being and becoming True in the near and 

dear Future Glory of things to come.  

You could argue that God tricked Eve, but God does not manipulate. It was her 

choice and her choice alone. God has just as much freedom to approach or not approach 

Eve the way Lucifer’s spirit had the freedom to approach or not approach Eve. God 
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planted the option for Eve to know evil since this is also a power that God has. God did 

not “forbid” Eve to bite or else there would have been something blocking her from 

accessing it.  

God knows what happens when Creation knows Evil (which is the separation 

potential of Love’s absence) without the fortitude and foresight of Love’s mastery. 

Lucifer and thirty three percent of the fallen angels have become the case studies for 

God’s statement to stand true. It is not a threat to Eve; it is not designed to seduce, 

manipulate, or scare her—it is simply the truth.  

You may argue that it was Eve who tricked the serpent—but it makes more sense 

that she was innocent in her faith in God’s Goodness, since Satan is far smarter than Eve 

since he can express almost 100% of the gene expression inside The Book of Knowledge. 

If anything, Eve had a childlike innocence—a naïveté that was simple and faithful in 

God’s Goodness. 

What you can say is that Eve acted in true humility: she affirmed his words, thereby 

transforming the valence of the statement, “You will surely not die,” from Satan’s doubt 

in God’s Goodness into Eve’s fierce faith in God’s Goodness. In other words, the serpent 

thought he was tricking Eve, when in fact, Eve faithfully bit and initiated Lucifer’s 

Shadow Integration process through her fierce faith in God’s Goodness. 

So in the end, who fell for whom? 

The act of her biting the fruit set off a chain of events that ultimately inspired God 

to send Jesus to die on the Cross, so that whosoever believes in Jesus’ Good Works the 

way Original Eve faithfully believes in God’s Good Works will have everlasting life. 

This pact is sealed. Once you believe, you can not unbelieve, even if you tried.  

13 And you also were included in Christ when you heard the message of truth, the 

gospel of your salvation. When you believed, you were marked in him with a seal, the 
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promised Holy Spirit, 14 who is a deposit guaranteeing our inheritance until the 

redemption of those who are God’s possession—to the praise of his glory. 

-Ephesians 1:13-14, NIV 

The “inheritors” of Eve’s inheritance is all of us who are Offsprings of Original 

Eve, in honor of her crazy fierce faith in God’s Goodness that inspired God to break His 

heart Open on Zero Day, when He gave up his ghost, who is the Holy Spirit—essentially, 

the soul of God.  

God being God—defined, confined, and refined in love and sovereign in spirit, was, 

is, and always will be moved by Eve’s action of faith. God knows the duality of reasons 

behind each act and He could see no evil will behind Eve’s biting the fruit because she 

bit as an act of faith to affirm God’s Goodness in Love.  

Q 

Negative and Positive Valences 

In the next few chapters, the (-) symbol after a statement references that statement 

as false, implying a negative valence and the (+) symbol after a statement references that 

statement as true, implying a positive valence. 

Let’s go back to Lucifer’s original lie, the life-lie that cursed Lucifer into Satan.  

God asked Lucifer, “What is this you have done?”  

Lucifer replied, “I ate from the fruit (+)…” Eating from the fruit is a neutral action 

because it contains good will from God’s faith and bad will from Lucifer’s doubt. In 

chemistry, this is a balanced equation.  

However, when Lucifer added the extra statement, “...because I have God’s 

Goodness (-),” this became a False Positive statement, derived by the inverse and 
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opposite positional displacement of the truth—God’s Goodness in faith and Lucifer’s 

doubt in God’s Goodness, thereby creating the first lie in heaven.  

Nature is the source of all true knowledge. She has her own logic, her own laws, she 

has no effect without cause nor invention without necessity.  

-Leonardo da Vinci 

In quantum physics, you are able to transform the quality from negative valence 

into positive valence or positive valence into negative valence based on the conscious 

choice to shift the perspective of what is1.  

Thus, the choice Lucifer made to hide the shame he felt by the consciousness of the 

Shadow’s presence was to simply lie: What you have is a positional displacement of truth  

where he took God’s Goodness in giving the fruit in faith and replacing it with his doubt 

in God’s Goodness. 

Where is the Evil? 

Evil is created by the manipulation of truth in the positional displacement of will 

and in the positional displacement of timing.  

For the sake of illustration, let’s call the result of each displacement as a curse.  

Some assertions must be made prior to the next illustration: 

The truth is self-evident.  

The Book of Judgement is neutral.  

It is the all-seeing eye.  

It sees dualities in every action. 

The Truth is independent of relative truth.  

The Truth is sovereign. 
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Positional Displacement of Will 

“God Gave in Faith” (+)  

→▼→  

“God Doubts My Goodness” (-). 

Positional Displacement of Timing 

“I want God’s Goodness” (+)     

→ ▼→  

“I have God’s Goodness” (-). 

Watch how Eve’s faith is able to transform the negative valence of the lie, “I have 

God’s Goodness” (-)  into a positive one without compromising on the truth and while 

transforming apathy into compassion/hope, fear into faith, and judgement into love. 

The statement, “I have God’s Goodness” (-), inspired Eve to see through Lucifer’s  

truest desire, “I want God’s Goodness.” This is both her hope in Lucifer’s truest desire to 

manifest and her compassion for Lucifer’s fallen state.  

She saw the truth within the lie and held onto the hope  (the white dot in the black 

tadpole of the Yin in the Yin/Yang duality) that Eve will be able to shift a negative 

valence statement, the serpent’s trick,  “You will not surely die” (-), into a positive 

valence statement, Eve’s treat, “You will not surely die” (+).    

Displacement of Timing 

The Chaos Theory 

When we dissect Lucifer’s original lie in heaven, “I have God’s Goodness,” we can 

observe that this actually reflects Lucifer’s hidden desire—Because I want to obtain 

God’s goodness.  
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“Having God’s Goodness” and “Wanting God’s Goodness” is a displacement of 

timing:  

Specifically Lucifer’s curse was switching the present perfect tense, “wanting” 

with the future tense, “having.”  

Pretending to have something in the present perfect moment when it actually 

belongs in the future tense inherently results in false pride because it short circuits the 

true Hero’s Pursuit in the present perfect moment. After all, why bother pursuing 

something you already have?  

Lucifer’s False Pride is confronted by Eve’s True Pride:  

Eve took the statement she knew to be true, “you will not surely die,” and then took 

the statement that she knew to be false, “will be like God,” in her embodied state (during 

the time of Satan’s temptation), and then switched her present perfect state, “I am already 

like God,” with the present progressive state, “I will be like God,” by biting the fruit (an 

act of faith in God’s goodness), in hopes of reversing Lucifer’s timing displacement 

curse: “I have God’s Goodness,” into “I will have God’s Goodness,” by falling with 

Lucifer, so that both may one day return to the state of “being like God” together when 

they both align their wills (as in Lucifer’s true pursuit of, “I will be like God” derived by 

his true desire, “I want to be like God,” and Eve’s true pursuit of,“I will be like God,” 

derived by her true desire, “We will be like God again,”) in compassion.   

Why would she do that? 

In this way, there is hope of reversing Lucifer’s timing displacement curse for a 

future glory when both Fallen Eve and Satan can return to the state of “being like God”— 

the return to Eve and Lucifer—through Eve’s choice to fall. In her fallen state, she has 

created her own timing displacement curse that mirrors Lucifer’s timing displacement 

curse. In this way, Eve has chosen compassion,  a property of love, to fall with in hope 

that one day, each respective divine spirit (Satan and Fallen Eve) may self-realize their 
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alchemized shadow state and their alchemized shadow’s hidden desire, “I want to be like 

God,” so that they both may return to the state of being like God…again.  

Eve embodied the negative in hopes of revealing the good inside the bad—She saw 

the good inside the bad when she came face to face with the serpent—she saw Lucifer 

inside Satan, which is the disassociated state of Lucifer. Eve had a child-like faith in 

God’s Goodness. Her naïveté became the inspiration behind the nativity story of the 

Virgin Mary, who represents the power of the sacred feminine to bring forth redemption 

and demonstrates the true strength of pure goodness inside a world dominated by spiritual 

sickness.  

Eve acted in crazy, fierce, faith of Love’s power to resurrect her in her will to bite in 

faith; She traded the truth of her present perfect state, “I am like God,” for the lie of an 

imperfect state, “I will be like God,” in hope of a future glory that the serpent’s truth, 

“You will not surely die,” may reveal itself in God’s Goodness to redeem both Fallen 

Lucifer and Fallen Eve during the next moment of the present perfect tense, “...will be 

like God… .” 

The Villain’s (Satan) Hidden Desire 

Trading Present Imperfect for the Future Perfect 

Satan’s Hidden Desire 

Hidden Desire               →                 I want God’s Goodness 

“I want God’s Goodness.”    

→ 🜁 Eve’s Action  🜁  →  

“I will have God’s Goodness.” 

The Hero’s Hidden Desire 

Trading Present Perfect for the Future Imperfect 

Eve’s Hidden Desire 
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Hidden Desire        →                    I will die. 

The Villain’s (Fallen Eve) Hidden Desire 

Trading Present Imperfect for the Future Perfect. 

Fallen Eve’s Hidden Desire 

→ 🜁 Eve’s Faith  🜁  →              I will not surely die. 

If you put “will be like God,” into context, then to achieve God’s Goodness takes 

humility, compassion, and love defined.  

Again, this is Eve’s hope for Lucifer and this hope is confirmed by her action to 

bite. Her action reveals that she was willing to put her life on the line for a chance that 

this will become true for both of them.  

Hope is not a guarantee;  

Due to the Law of Divine Will, everything is a choice, so nothing is certain.  

Still, Hope is something very important and speaks to the lifeblood of love.  

Ever wonder why in algebra a negative multiplied by another negative yields a 

positive? 

Why would Eve willingly give up her present perfect state of divinity in the present 

perfect moment for a future tense of something that she already has and is uncertain of 

having again?  

It baffles all logic.  

If anything, Eve’s choice is completely foolish, naive, and self-destructive.  

It has to do with the mystery of love.  

Eve has fierce crazy faith in God’s Goodness.  
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Eve has fierce crazy hope in Lucifer’s future glory of “will be like God” in 

Goodness since to be like God is to have true humility and true pride.  

Eve could only see the Good in all Divine beings.  

Eve is love defined (hopes all things, believes all things, endures all things, bears 

all things)2.  

Why would Eve willingly trade her position if not for a hope in something she saw 

in the serp/vant—the Lucifer within Satan, the light within the dark? 

Anti-Timing 

The Anti-Chaos Theory 

How Eve initiated the Shadow Integration of this curse is by locking in on 

Satan’s hidden desire, “I want God’s Goodness,” and leveraging another part of the 

statement, “You will not surely die,” to awaken the hidden desire of the villain, “I want 

God’s Goodness,” which is in direct alignment with Eve’s gift, “I have God’s Goodness.”   

Eve gave her “have” for a “have not” in hopes that both her and the serpent “will 

have.”  

For the serpent to have, she must first explore his world as Alice goes down the 

rabbit hole into Wonderland, and this can be reflected in the archetype of The Hero’s 

Journey into the Underworld when the Hero crosses from the ordinary into the extra-

ordinary world.  

If there is any chance the serpent may break the spells to his own curse, compassion 

must be the key ingredient, and compassion by virtue means to “suffer with.”  

Eve’s True Humility Produces the Anti-Curse to the Timing 

Displacement Curse 

Since actions speak louder than words, Eve switched the present perfect tense, “I 

am already like God,” with the future tense, “...will be like God…” by biting in faith. 
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In other words, acting upon the faith that you will have while trusting in the present 

perfect moment in your process as perfect in its process (will not surely die) is true 

humility.  

True Humility is Faith in the face of fear.  

What is a curse? 

A curse is the inverse of a Noble Shadow also known as a “projection,” or an 

“alchemized shadow.”   

“I doubt God’s Goodness” (+) Noble Shadow 

→   🜃 →            Inverse 

“God doubts my goodness” (-) Alchemized Shadow 

Why is it important to discover the curse?  

Because then you’ll know if your current pursuit is a blessing or a curse.  

Because then you’ll discern which path is your true path and which one is your false 

one.  

Because then you’ll discover which path leads to love and which one leads to its 

absence.   

What is an anti-curse? 

An anti-curse is the inverse and opposite valence statement of an Alchemized 

Shadow that is being acted upon in the present perfect moment for the present 

progressive state of being.  

The inverse of an Alchemized Shadow will return its alchemized state back into its 

Noble State, but this Noble State reflects a past state of being.  This is the first part of an 

anti-curse—awareness to de-alchemize the alchemized state of returning itself to its past 

state of nobility—unreactive. 
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The second part of an anti-curse is to create the opposite valence statement of the 

Noble State, which will determine the present perfect state of opportunity. When this 

opportunity is acted upon, this will determine the present perfect state of being to fully 

realize the truth of the anti-curse statement, once the effects of the anti-curse is fully 

completed through a series of actions towards the anti-curse, powered by faith in the 

statement of the anti-curse.  

In other words, the inverse and opposite valence statement of an Alchemized 

Shadow determines the present perfect state of opportunity, that when acted upon its 

truth, will pull divine matter towards the direction of her truth north while reversing the 

effects of the original curse.  

Please note that it is in this exact order: 

First, the Inverse of an Alchemized Shadow yields the Noble Shadow state of return 

(unreactive); 

Then, create the opposite valence statement of the Noble Shadow statement yields 

the Anti-Curse’s power in reversing the effects of a curse when acted upon by divine 

matter.  

Example One:  

Lucifer’s Alchemized Shadow  

“God doubts my goodness.” (-)   

This is Lucifer’s curse. 

1. Inverse →     

The inverse of that statement yields the statement of the Noble Shadow 

“ I doubt God’s Goodness.” (+)  

This is the Noble state that has been de-alchemized from the Alchemized state and 

reflects Lucifer’s past state of being.  
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2. Opposite  →   

The opposite valence statement of the de-alchemized noble state of the past 

produces the Anti-Curse of the present opportunity of the present perfect state of being.  

“I do not doubt God’s Goodness.” (+)  

This is Satan’s present perfect opportunity, that if he acted upon this Anti-Curse, 

would invariably de-alchemize Satan back into Lucifer by reversing the effects of the 

original curse.  

Therefore, if Satan were to enact this anti-curse as a present perfect opportunity, 

then this will effectively reverse the effects of the original curse, into the Lucifer of the 

present progressive state of being.  

Take another example: 

Satan’s Alchemized Shadow  

“You will be like God” (-)  

This is the curse. This curse reflects the moment of temptation between Satan and 

Eve. Lucifer was already trapped inside his alchemized shadow state as the persona, 

Satan. This is Satan’s curse.  

1. Inverse →  

“I will be like God” (+)  

This returns Satan’s curse back into its Noble Shadow State, de-alchemizing the 

Alchemized Shadow State, by revealing Satan's Hidden Pursuit. The Villain’s Hidden 

Desire is always good and so the Villain's Hidden Pursuit is  also always good because it 

reflects the present progressive state of the Integrated Shadow. 

2. Opposite  →   

Anti-curse 

“I will not be like God” (+)  
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This is the present perfect opportunity for Satan to self-realize that if he continues 

this way, he will, in fact, not be like God. The Anti-Curse produces the present perfect 

state of being as an opportunity.  

You may be thinking, why would this be considered an opportunity? Well, wouldn’t 

you rather know if what you are striving for would end up good or bad? That way, it’ll 

save you the effort if you knew ahead of time that all your energy put into said goal 

would be futile and in vain.  It’ll save you a lot of disappointments and clear the space for 

better goals.  

Call this tough love or just cold hard medicine. This type of Anti-curse is telling it 

like it is. Like a truth mirror, it’ll help divine matter assess whether or not what one is 

striving for is the true path or the trap.  

“Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” 

John 8:32, NIV1 

The power of a darkly mirror de-alchemizes an alchemized shadow back into its 

noble state—the truth and becomes unreactive. Like a mirror, Eve’s Fall initiated the self-

awareness of Lucifer’s own fall when he observed that Fallen Eve was no longer like 

God.  

Eve’s falling is, by act, the initiation of producing the first stage of an anti-curse: 

Self-awareness—specifically the villain’s self-awareness of his alchemized shadow state, 

thereby helping Satan de-alchemize itself back into the noble state, Lucifer, through the 

power of a darkly mirror, revealed in 1 Corinthians 13:12, that illuminates the truth, 

acting like electrons inside a nucleus, pulling in like gravity, the positive ions of a proton, 

peeling away its alchemization, returning itself back into the Noble State, unreactive.   

We call this “coming full circle,” or in the Hero’s Journey, “the return.”  
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Your Turn: 

If the curse is: ____________________; 

1. Invert the Curse 

Then the Noble Shadow of my past is: ____________________________; 

Please note that you must invert, not oppose, the sentence of the curse. An inversion 

is when you switch positions of the subject and the object.  

For example: 

“A hits B.” 

An inversion would be:  

“B hits A.”  

2. Create the Opposite Valence of the Noble Shadow 

Anti-Curse: ______________________________.  

Please note that you must create the opposing valence to the statement after you 

have inverted the curse.  

For example: 

“B hits A”  

Creating the Opposing Valence yields:  

“B Not Hits A”  

Thus, the Anti-Curse is to act upon the Truth that 

_______________________________.  

In the example earlier, it would be, “B not hitting A,” in the present perfect state of 

being as an opportunity.  

In this last blank, you will state the statement of the anti-curse, which reflects the 

opportunity produced by the inverting and opposing the statement of the original curse.  

The Second Example: 

If the curse is: “I do not want love;”  
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1. Then the Noble Shadow of my past is:  

“Love does (+) not (-) want me;” 

2. And the Anti-Curse in the present perfect state is the opposite valence of the 

Noble Shadow:  

“Love does (+) not (-) not (-) want me;” 

Therefore, the Anti-Curse is to act upon the Truth that “Love does want me” in the 

present perfect state of being, as an opportunity.  

Becoming Self-Aware through a Mirror Darkly 

The key in becoming self-aware of a curse is first by locating the Noble Shadow 

and this is done through a mirror darkly (according to 1 Corinthians 13:12).  

To facilitate the process of de-alchemizing an Alchemized Shadow is to 

acknowledge where the Noble Shadow is by illuminating it, accepting it, and leaving it in 

the past—these three elements of an embraced Noble Shadow will effectively de-

alchemize the persona (reactive) into its Noble State (unreactive).  

A Noble Shadow is either:  

• a negative statement since Shadows by nature is the opposite of love, 

or 

• a positive statement, a sweet lie that does not reflect the Sovereign 

Truth since a lie by nature is also the opposite of love. 

True Pursuit and True Pride 

Wanting to have something, in this case God’s Goodness, and working towards that 

obtainment is true pride. Wanting to have God’s Goodness is Lucifer’s True Pursuit 

because to have God’s Goodness is to have true love, to know good and evil and still 

choose good.  
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Lucifer does not currently have it but he wants to have it in the near and dear future. 

But to pull it in, he must have the qualities of true humility in faith and true pride in 

compassion in order that he obtains God’s Goodness. 

Had Lucifer told the truth—because I doubted God’s Goodness or because I wanted 

God’s Goodness, it would have paradoxically transformed Lucifer’s lie (because I have 

God’s Goodness) into the truth.    

Lucifer’s curse came from a timing displacement, just like the lie the serpent had 

posed to Eve was also a timing displacement. 

A Timing Displacement Curse can be counter-cursed through an 
inverse and opposite  statement of the curse. 

The valence of the curse, from “You will be like God” (the curse) to “I will be like 

God” (the inverse of the curse), to “I will not be like God” (the opposite of the inverse of 

the curse), is the proof in the pudding after she bit.  

When Eve embraced the non, or the separation potential, she became the mirror, as 

a reflection for Lucifer to reflection upon the state of his own spiritual sickness.  

The existence of Eve shines a light, a reflection, a mirror darkly to the state of 

spiritual illness of the fallen other.  

This is the power of the counter-curse to the timing displacement curse. 

Eve knew where the curse is prior to biting: “and you will be... 

She knew she was already like God.  

Eve omits pointing out the serpent’s lie. Eve did not correct Lucifer’s lie, “you 

will be like God.”  

Eve’s true humility lies in her grace and compassion for the serpent.  

This is Eve’s True Humility in action. 

Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth. 
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-1 Corinthians 13:7 

Eve affirms both God’s Goodness and the reconciliation potential between Lucifer 

and God by biting in faith. 

Hidden Treasures 

The Anti-Curse Projects the Future Hope in the Present Perfect Moment ( the 

Villain’s Hidden Desire), and offers itself as a counter projection against evil (the 

Villain’s True Desire).  

“You will not certainly die (+), for God knows that when you eat from it your eyes 

will be opened (+), and you will be (-) like God (+), knowing good and evil (+).” 

The truth is that Eve is already like God, yet Satan tells Eve, “…you will be like 

God.” The evil potential is in the statement “will”—the serpent dismisses the present 

perfect moment of her being like God and tempts Eve in trading her position of already 

having for not having with an emphasis,“...will be like God,” in something she already 

has in the present perfect state.  

This is like selling air to wind.   

But who really is the sucker here?  

The Serpent believes this is his trick since he does not believe in his own statement, 

“You will not surely die,” which paradoxically, Eve does faithfully believe in this 

statement through her act in biting the fruit.  

Furthermore, Satan reveals his hidden desire in the present perfect moment when he 

says “...will be like God….” and this is the serpent’s trick that is being counter-cursed 

into the serpent’s treat.  

Eve willingly trades her position in timing displacement, her current have for a 

future have not in the hope that  both her and Lucifer will one day have again.  
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This is how the mystery of Love, spearheaded by Eve, is able to get inside Satan’s 

head, like the origins of Athena’s being and becoming for Zeus. Mind you, Satan, or the 

serpent, is the disassociated state of Lucifer. Before Lucifer became Satan, Lucifer had 

God’s Goodness, and now the villain’s hidden desire is to have again.   

Lucifer’s displacement curse is by switching his, “I have not” of his present with his 

“I have” from his past, creating a timing displacement curse that brought the past tense 

positional valence, “I had God’s Goodness” (+) into the simple present positional 

valence, “I have God’s Goodness” (-), but what he did not account for, was the hidden 

desire locked inside the shadow, the light within the dark, the yang within the Yin, the last 

glib of hope inside Pandora’s box—it is the hope Eve saw in Lucifer’s heart, trapped 

within the persona of Satan, and it takes the form of the progressive tense, “I will have 

God’s Goodness.” 

Eve’s sword of the spirit is in her act of faith in biting the fruit in hopes of 

transforming the trick, “...will be like God,” into both their treats, “...will be like God...” 

not by the foundation of her works but by the foundation of God’s Good Works through 

God’s Goodness in Love. 

Also note the chronology of Fallen Eve’s and Fallen Lucifer’s valence shifts from “I 

had...” (+) into the simple present tense “I have...” (-) into “I will have” (+).  

This is the life (+) death (-) life (+) archetype of all humanity’s present perfect state 

of human being-ness.    

How Eve Initiated the Anti-Curse to Lucifer’s First Curse 

Present Tense 

The Present tense expresses an unchanging, repeated, or recurring action or 

situation that exists only now. It can also represent a widespread truth3. 

The Wingless Serpent  

The State of Satan/Lucifer before Eve Fell     
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“I have God’s Goodness” (-)   

→   ▲  →  

The State of Satan/Lucifer After Eve Fell 

“I will have God’s Goodness” (+)  

The Winged Serpent   

Fallen Eve became the anti-curse to Lucifer’s timing displacement curse by 

bringing into the present perfect positional valence, “I am now not like God” (-) into 

Satan’s present perfect positional valence of, “I am now not like God. (-)” in both their 

present perfect state of being. 

Progressive Tense 

The Progressive tense is an action that is continuing to happen4. 

Then, through the act of falling in faith, there is hope seeded in the present 

progressive, “We will be like God (+).”  

Again, how one reverses a timing displacement curse is to believe in the inverse and 

opposite positional statement of a curse and then begin acting upon it in the present 

perfect moment in hopes for a present progressive actualization of the villain’s hidden 

desire, which is always good.  

What is the nature of an inverse? 

According to the mathematical definition of an “inverse,” it is:  

“a reciprocal quantity, mathematical expression, geometric figure, etc. which is 

the result of inversion5.” 
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The definition of “reciprocal” as an adjective means “given, felt, or done in return.

6” 

To put, “inverse,” into context, an inverse function in mathematics (or anti-

function[1]) is a function that "reverses" another function7.  

Eve not only exhibited an exercise in faith by affirming the serpent’s initial 

statement through her action of biting in faith, but she also showed true humility by 

acting on it without calling out the serpent’s lie, thereby trusting God to transform the 

trick into the treat.  

In the case of Eve’s communion with the snake, it is her conscious choice to choose 

the State of Fallen Eve, I will not be like God (-), in hopes of God’s Good Works for a 

further future glory, I will be like God (+).  

When she bit, she willingly traded the present perfect tense of ,“I am already like 

God” for the present “imperfect” state of, “I am now not like God,” so that one day, in 

hope, the “imperfect” future state, also known as the simple present tense of, “I am not 

like God” will become transformed into the present progressive state of, “I will be like 

God”…again.  

Thus, the Anti-Curse is currently operating, in real-time, in the present perfect, 

simple present, and present progressive tenses.  

Present Progressive Tense 

Present progressive tense describes an ongoing action that is happening at the same 

time the statement is written8.  

Fallen Eve initiates the Shadow Integration Process by opposing the lie in the 

present perfect moment in her fallen state: 

“For now we see a reflection, as in a mirror…”  
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Serpent    

“I am like God” (-)   

| Mirrors |   

“I am like God ” (+)   

Original Eve  

Fallen Eve                                     

“I am not like God ” (+)   

| Mirrors |   

“I am not like God” (+)  

Awakened Serpent      

Fallen Eve Embodies the  Ugly Truth. 

The power of Eve’s embodied truth, “I am not like God,” begins to weaken 

Lucifer’s curse, “I have God’s Goodness,” in the power of Face to Face.  

Fallen state is face to face with Fallen state and the Truth is Self-Evident: 

“Then we shall see face to face…” 

Fallen Lucifer  

“I am not like God” (+)     

| Face to Face |     

“I am not like God” (+)  

Fallen Eve  

Then when God asked Eve, “What is this you have done?” Eve continues to weaken 

the curse of the Alchemized Shadow by exposing the act of the Noble Shadow: 
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Then the LORD God said to the woman, "What is this you have done?" The woman 

said, "The serpent deceived me, and I ate." 

Genesis 3:13, New International Version9 

Here is the Power of the Third Component inside the Mystery of 1 Corinthians 

13:12— 

Exposure of the Naked Truth. 

“For now I know in part... 

“The serpent deceived me.”  

Fallen Eve: Exposes the alchemized shadow. 

...then I shall know fully  

Fallen Eve: “I am not like God” (+)  and  “You (the serpent) are not like God” (+) 

Fallen Eve: Embodies the truth. 

...even as I am fully known.” 

Fallen Eve: “I will be like God” (+)  and  “You (the serpent) will be like God” (+)  

Eve: Planted the seed of hope. 

Something is happening in real time that is creating a formula to produce… 

→  We “...will be like God...”...again.  

This is the Power of the Producer—the key to everlasting life inside the mystery of 

love.  

The mystery of love reverses Alchemized Shadows back into its Noble Shadow 

state and then integrates with it. 

Valence Reversals 

Exposing the Noble Shadow 
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The timing replacement through the anti-curse of the timing displacement curse 

creates a valence reversal by virtue of her faith in action.  

After Eve obtained the fruit of judgement, knowing good and evil, she exposed the 

evil, “the snake deceived me.” 

Bam! The ugly truth exposed weakens the curse of the alchemized shadow when we 

are able to locate the Noble Shadow.   

The Power of Face to Face is the power of one fallen being called out by another 

fallen being.   

Called Out 

The anti-curse of a curse is the beginning of a cure.  

The serpent switched the future tense (the perfect state) for the present perfect tense 

(the imperfect state) so Eve switched the present perfect tense (perfect state) for the 

present progressive tense (imperfect state) in hopes that God will fulfill Original Eve’s 

Faith in God’s Goodness in the present perfect state, “You will not surely die,” and in 

hopes that they both may reciprocate God’s love, “...you will be like God… .”  

∴ Original Eve’s Faith is designed to integrate with Lucifer’s Fear. 

This is how you initiate your own Shadow Integration—Acting in Faith while 

facing the existence of Fear.  

Eve knows she will die in the temporary realm trusting she will be resurrected into 

life in the eternal realm.  
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The Positional Displacement of Truth 

Switching Wills 

While Lucifer took credit for God’s Goodness while doubting God’s Goodness in 

the present perfect state in an attempt to hide the Shadow, Eve gave credit in the 

currency of faith to God’s goodness in the present perfect state based on the gnosis of 

who she is and who she will be, because she trusts God to cover her Shadow.  

A Positional Displacement Curse can be reversed through true compassion on a 

fixed timeline in a storyline embodied through True Pride.  

When the serpent posed the rhetorical question, he knew he was lying, but it was in 

the placement of the lie that the serpent was unaware of.   

Let’s remind ourselves that Lucifer was a Good Angel once upon a time ago. After 

the first curse he placed upon himself, he started spiraling downwards into what is now 

considered a dissociated state of being. 

A Displacement of Positional Truth 

To illustrate: 

There were only two reasons, one good and one bad, for why Lucifer bit.  

The first reason is God’s faith in God’s Goodness = Good 
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The second reason is Lucifer’s doubt in God’s goodness. =Bad 

Lucifer took credit for God’s goodness:  

“...because I have God’s Goodness,” implying that he deserved the Fruit when in 

fact, God’s Goodness gave Lucifer the Fruit in love and in faith of God’s Goodness by 

way of answering the question that originated from Lucifer’s doubt in God’s 

Goodness.  

The Book of Knowledge will allow divine matter to see evil so that the truth can be 

definitive beyond a Shadow of a doubt (pun intended). But Lucifer saw his own doubt as 

the Shadow...so 

...where does the ugly truth, I doubt God’s Goodness, go? 

According to the Law of Judgement, you can’t unsee the truth once your eyes are 

opened, knowing good (+) and evil (-), and according to the laws of the universe, once a 

matter happens, it happens...it can’t unhappen.  

Shadows can not be stuffed or snuffed.  

The only way a Shadow maintains equilibrium is to become integrated with Light, 

which in context to this Playbook, exposes truth through creative expression, by dancing 

with the Shadow in the Shadow’s world in the dream world called art.   

Let’s observe Lucifer’s true desire— obtaining God’s Goodness. 

Lucifer had to place the Shadow somewhere along the timeline of the storyline.  

Lucifer willed his Shadow onto God, but seen through Lucifer’s filtered perception, 

not God’s perception. 

This is called a “projection.”  

The logic of a projection is congruent with how light is interpreted through the eye.  

From the moment Lucifer had placed the lie, “I have bitten from the Fruit of 

Judgement because I have God’s goodness,” or the serpent’s tail/tale, Lucifer began 

seeing God as “God doubts my goodness.”  
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This curse was like wearing special contact glasses that had a shadow filter on top 

of reality (like the contact lenses the soldiers wore in the Black Mirror episode called 

Men Against Fire that gave them the ‘reason’ for killing innocent civilians if they looked 

like parasitic monsters through an Augmented Reality shadow filter).  

�  

In the illustration above, the orange filter between the cornea and the iris inside the 

eye represents the Shadow filter that casts an augmented reality layer upon the spiritual 

heart.  

Because Lucifer did not expose his Shadow, the bad reasoning of, “I doubt God’s 

Goodness,” within his heart, the Shadow alchemized itself by inverting the truth into, 

“God doubts my goodness,” essentially creating the first curse.  
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A projection of the Shadow is by nature the act of separating from God because it 

uses Divine will to bend the truth for self-serving purposes rather than for the purposes of 

Love defined, which is God’s Will, because God is Love defined.  

A projection is what activates a lie into a curse.  

To understand how to reverse curses, it is first important to understand the nature of 

a curse: 

A curse is the opposite and inverse valence statement of The Sovereign Truth. 

If you look at the illustration of how the eye interprets light, Lucifer had perceived 

God through a filter of FEAR (False Evidence Appearing Real). His fear is that “God will 

destroy him,” and this is essentially an existential crisis. This fear is derived from the 

original Shadow that was with him when he first made the inquiry, “Is God Good?” 

“I doubt God’s Goodness.”  

Now let’s reverse engineer the Curse: 

Truth: “God is Good.”  

What is the opposite of “God is Good?”  

Lie: “God is not Good.”  

∴ God is not Good is the lie.  

A lie does not activate the curse.  

A lie is simply what you tell yourself, “God is not Good.”  

A lie is the opposite of the truth, but it may still be the truth of the divine matter 

who believes in it. We call this relative truth or a perspective.  

A perspective may align with the sovereign truth or it may not. Relative truth still 

matters and is still valid, even if it does not align with the sovereign truth, which is 

always God’s will, because relative truth belongs to the belief system of a divine matter, a 

sovereign spirit, and God respects each sovereign spirit and so God cares about each 
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sovereign spirit’s perspective, even when it goes against the perspective of the Sovereign 

Truth.   

Before Lucifer bit, he had doubts about God’s goodness through an inquiry, “Is the 

love of power greater than the power of love?”  

Lucifer’s perspective is that the love of power is greater than the power of love.  

Even though this perspective went against the sovereign truth (essentially it is a lie 

that “the love of power is greater than the power of love”), God still respected Lucifer’s 

perspective and gave him the Fruit of Judgement in faith of the Sovereign Truth that “the 

power of love is, in truth, greater than the love of power.”  

Even though Lucifer’s perspective was wrong, even though his belief that “the love 

of power is greater than the power of love” is a lie, God demonstrated his respect for 

Lucifer’s divine will by allowing him to project Lucifer’s doubt onto God after Lucifer 

alchemized the Noble Shadow of “I doubt God’s Goodness” onto God, creating the curse, 

“God doubts my goodness.”  

A perspective that goes against the sovereign truth is a Noble Shadow. When this 

Noble Shadow gets projected onto another divine matter, we call this projection an 

“inversion” which is part of the formula of producing a curse (the opposite and inverse 

statement of the sovereign truth).  

When an inversion happens, the divine matter who is projecting his shadow onto 

another divine matter, is simultaneously alchemizing one’s Noble Shadow into an 

Alchemized Shadow.  

An alchemized shadow state is highly reactive and when divine matter is under the 

alchemized shadow state, this divine matter begins acting out the projection. This is a 

curse and leads to death because a Noble Shadow is the potential state to leave God and 

an Alchemized Shadow is the kinetic state that is leaving God.  
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Think of the difference between a volcano that is unreactive and a volcano that is 

actively spewing out hot lava. Villages can be built on top of an inactive volcano but 

villages are destroyed when this same volcano becomes active. That is the difference 

between divine matter in its noble and alchemized shadow state.  

Let’s continue with Lucifer’s example.  

Observe how he took the noble shadow, his perspective, “God is not Good,” and 

alchemized it, by inverting it.  

What is the inverse of “God is not Good?” 

∴ Curse: “I am not Good”  

And this is Lucifer’s Curse that we are all in the process of contending with and 

counter-cursing through shadow integrating.  

How do we counter-curse this curse?  

We do this by producing and acting upon the anti-curse.  

How do you produce the Anti-Curse? 

You produce the “anti-curse” by creating the inverse and opposite valence statement 

of the Noble Shadow statement. Keep in mind that the Noble Shadow is Divine Matter’s 

unreactive lie, also known as “the perspective that does not align with sovereign truth,” 

and is considered relative truth.  

Furthermore, to reverse the effects of the original curse, one must then act upon the 

statement of the anti-curse, in faith that this is the sovereign truth and aligns with God’s 

will, which is always Good.  

Where is Lucifer’s perspective, his Noble Truth, his  unreactive lie? 

Noble Shadow: “God is not Good.” 
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What is the inverse of “God is not Good”?  

Alchemized Shadow ∴ “I am not Good.”  

What is the opposite of “I am not Good?”  

Anti-Curse ∴ “I am Good.” 

If Lucifer were to begin acting upon the truth, “I am Good,” then he would be 

effectively reversing the effects of the curse, “I am not good,” and his will will be aligned 

with God’s will, that Lucifer is good.    

Now Your Turn 

To produce the Anti-Curse, you must first locate the Noble Shadow, your unreactive 

lie, your relative truth, the perspective that does not align with the sovereign truth. 

If the Noble Shadow is ______________________________________,  

Then the Anti-Curse will be the inverse and opposite valence statement of the Noble 

Shadow statement.  

1. What is the inverse of the Noble Shadow Statement, also known as your curse? 

________________________________________.  

2. Now what is the opposite valence of the curse? 

________________________________________.  

∴ The Anti-Curse that will reverse the effects of the original curse would be your 

acting upon the truth of this statement that: 

________________________________________ 

The second way of producing the Anti-Curse is by locating the Sovereign Truth and 

then reverse engineering the curse into the anti-curse.  
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If the Sovereign Truth is  

________________________________________,  

Then the curse will be the opposite and inverse of this statement.  

1. The opposite of the Sovereign Truth statement is: 

________________________________________,  

2. And the inverse of the lie is: 

________________________________________, 

3. Then the opposite of the curse is: 

________________________________________.  

∴ The Anti-Curse that will reverse the effects of the curse would be your acting 

upon the truth of this statement that: 

________________________________________ 

Notice both examples of producing the Anti-Curse focuses on truth—one truth 

belongs to the unreactive perspective of Divine Matter (i.e. relative truth), and the other 

truth belongs to the All-Seeing and All Constant source of Love—Pure Love embodied in 

God, who has the Sovereign Truth. The reason we focus on the Noble Shadow and the 

Sovereign Truth is because both have a higher vibrational frequency than the alchemized 

shadow. Since the alchemized shadow is cunning, baffling, and tricky, it is more simple 

and wise to focus on the silver lining—which is the Noble Shadow and the Sovereign 

Truth.  

Can you see the good in your tragedy the way Eve sees the good in Satan’s tragedy?  

Can you extract the silver lining in the chaos the way Eve sees the silver lining in 

Satan’s lie? 
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When you begin acting upon the Anti-Curse the way Eve acted upon the Anti-curse 

potential of the curse—the white dot in the black tadpole of the Yin in the Yang, you will 

have initiated the Shadow Integrating process—in other words, the beginning of the 

ending of the curse.  

Knowing the nature of a curse, we are able to procure the anti-curse and faithfully 

act upon it.  

This is the return to innocence, as Enya would say1.  

In the Eyes of God, The Truth is Always Good 

The Book of Judgement is like the Mirror that is bounded by natural laws to tell 

Snow White’s stepmother, the Queen, the Truth under any and all circumstances.   

The Noble Shadow, “I doubt God’s goodness (+),” is not the same as, “God is not 

Good (-).”  

The Shadow, “I doubt God’s Goodness,” is the relative truth because God respects 

the sovereignty of the individual, one’s relative truth, (the perspective that rings true for 

the individual) and this is judged Good.  

Now the lie 

“God is not good,” is a lie, which also is an inactive curse. However, a lie in and of 

itself does not lead to death.  

A lie only leads to death when the active ingredient, a projection, is alchemized 

inside the Shadow of the individual, to produce a curse.  

Now you ask, how can the shadow become alchemized into a curse? 

A curse is created when divine matter, you, projects the Noble Shadow onto another 

divine matter, and this is a curse because it messes with divine sovereignty, or free will, 

specifically the free will of another individual.   
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When a projection occurs, the person doing the projecting is blaming another divine 

being of something that the person doing the projecting is actually responsible for 

contending with (the projector’s own respective noble shadow).  

Projecting one’s own Noble Shadow onto somebody else does harm in three ways:  

1. It short circuits the Hero’s Journey for the individual doing the projecting. After 

all, why bother pursuing a problem to solve if the individual thinks this problem is 

someone else’s problem to solve?  

2. God can only work with Noble Shadows because God respects free will. The 

individual in the alchemized shadow state no longer owns up to her own Noble Shadow 

because it has been projected onto someone else (blamed). Thus, this person is no longer 

willing to ask for help she no longer sees that this problem is hers (even though in 

actuality the problem still exists and it belongs to her).  

3. It causes undue suffering upon another divine sovereign spirit, the person being 

projected onto, because now this person is being burdened with a shadow that she is 

actually not responsible for carrying (this is called undue punishment based on a false 

accusation of another).  

Original Sin 

“I am not Good” 

“God doubts my goodness.” 

If we are all living in a projected reality of Lucifer’s curse, then we are all 

contending with Lucifer’s original projections—“I am not Good” and “God doubts my 

goodness.” This is the burden of consciousness, or the undue punishment and suffering, 

that we each bear in our subconsciousness.  

Just like the spin of the earth is tilted on the y-axis, we all lean towards the serpent’s 

curse, “God doubts my goodness.”  
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Like a loaded dice, the weight of a curse that has originated in heaven is now being 

contained here, perceived as time, space, and distance between heaven and hell. We all 

are bound by the laws of this curse in the form of fear—fear of being destroyed by God if 

we are bad and if God doubts our goodness. 

What do we do with our Noble Shadows? 

What we actually do with our Noble Shadow matters—do we expose it or do we 

alchemize it (project it)?  

In fact, it deeply, profoundly, and heavily matters.  

It is the difference between spiraling up towards heaven or spiraling down towards 

hell.  

When you aim towards heaven, you take on the Hero’s Journey and en route, you 

may perhaps even help a demon find his angelic wings again, break spells, and curses 

along the way.  

When you refuse the call, you spiral towards hell because that is the default due to 

the inheritance of Lucifer’s first curse contained here.  

Thus, you must take on the Hero’s Journey.  

Winner takes all. 

Basic Instincts. 

What you do with the hidden truth matters.  

This comes down to a basic question: 

Do you trust that God is Good?  

If “God is not Good,” then you must take matters into your own hands and most 

ways you choose will serve your will, because of the gravitational pull towards Original 

Sin of the projection, “God doubts my goodness.” 
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If “God is Good,” then you can allow God to deal with your Noble Shadows 

through an act of confession to God and a repentance, which means a renewing of the 

mind, through meditation, prayer, and the signs, symbols, and synchronicities that will 

show up in time. God’s ways will be better than your ways because God’s way is always 

in alignment with Love defined in 1 Corinthians 13. Doing this is a leap of faith, trusting 

that God is Good, always, though it does not make sense at the time of the believing.  

Faith is applied trust.  

This is how you defeat fear. 

This is how you dance with the Shadow.  

But before you can learn how to dance, you must learn how to crawl, then walk, 

then listen to the music so you know how to align your body to the rhythm of the beat 

and then you will dance.  

The same temptation Lucifer faced is the same temptation every human being is 

faced with:  

Your will or God’s will be done? 

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth, as it is in heaven. 

Matthew 6:10 King James Version (KJV)2 

1 https://youtu.be/Rk_sAHh9s08
2 “BibleGateway.” Matthew 6:10 KJV - - Bible Gateway, www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew 

6:10&version=KJV.
3 Genesis 2:17 but You Must Not Eat from the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil; for in the Day That You 

Eat of It, You Will Surely Die.", biblehub.com/genesis/2-17.htm.
1 Hil, Kim Dr. “The Quantum Mechanics of Changing Thoughts.” Authenticity Associates, 3 June 2019, 

www.authenticityassociates.com/the-quantum-mechanics-of-changing-thoughts/.
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2 “BibleGateway.” 1 Corinthians 13 NIV - - Bible Gateway, www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1 
Corinthians 13&version=NIV.

3 Verb Tenses, leo.stcloudstate.edu/grammar/tenses.html.
4 “Progressive Tense.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/progressive 

tense.
5 “Inverse.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster, www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/inverse.
6 “Inverse Function.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 27 June 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Inverse_function#cite_note-Hall_1909-1.
7 “Inverse Function.” Wikipedia, Wikimedia Foundation, 27 June 2019, en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Inverse_function#cite_note-Hall_1909-1.
8 Verb Tenses, leo.stcloudstate.edu/grammar/tenses.html.
9 Genesis 3:13 Then the LORD God Said to the Woman, "What Is This You Have Done?" "The Serpent Deceived 

Me," She Replied, "and I Ate.", biblehub.com/genesis/3-13.htm.

“You got to keep breaking your heart until it opens”
—Rumi
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